
Artprice: FRIEZE and FIAC, “warfair” in a context of Anglo-French rivalry…

Regarding Contemporary art auction sales turnover, no need for a photo finish… London is way
ahead of Paris ($407 million vs. $31 million), as revealed this week in Artprice’s 2015
Contemporary Art Market Report.
( Free download of the entire Contemporary Art Market Report 2015 in PDF format on Artprice's
Twitter https://twitter.com/artpricedotcom/status/651070545115619329 )

However, the art market is not just a question of auction turnover… and the French capital
fortunately still has an army of powerful galleries and a renowned fair, the FIAC. This year the
event is being held at the Grand Palais from October 22 to 25, and, as is now customary, one week
after the FRIEZE art fair in London.

Today, both events enjoy a roughly equivalent standing, but that could change in the near future if
one of the two capitals were to definitely prevail over the other. The competition is indeed intense
and it would be most unfortunate and very expensive for France if the French capital ended up
losing the battle!

Artprice has compared and analysed the structures of the two fairs. According to thierry Ehrmann,
CEO and founder of Artprice, "the FRIEZE art fair is a “war machine” irrigated by Anglo-Saxon
domination which completely belittles France" (The USA and UK account for 60% of the global
Contemporary art auction turnover compared with just 2% for France). With such figures, France’s
handicap seems insurmountable.

The FIAC’s diminishing advantage

The FIAC is not at its first edition ... The Old Lady, now celebrating its 42nd year, bills itself as a
pioneer in the field of Contemporary art fairs. Its English rival is only in its 12th edition and seems
very young by comparison. And yet their respective 2014 exhibitor / visitor stats look very similar:

FIAC:
Exhibitors: 191 in 2014, 175 in 2015.
Countries represented: 26 in 2014, 23 in 2015.
Visitors: 74,000 in 2014.

FRIEZE:
Exhibitors: 162 in 2014, 164 in 2015.
Countries represented: 25 in 2014, 27 in 2015.
Visitors: 60,000 in 2014.

The FIAC retains a slight lead over its English rival… but things are changing. Not only id the
FRIEZE growing each year, but the Paris event has reduced the number of exhibitors. Obviously,
the number of galleries invited does not in any way determine the quality of a fair and the
comparison really needs to look elsewhere to be of any value.

The question of their respective international reaches is however a relevant, if not, a fundamental
factor. While the FRIEZE is hosting galleries from an increasingly diverse national base, the FIAC
seems to be heading in the opposite direction, often accused of not hosting enough French galleries
and artists and letting itself be seduced by the rich and powerful Anglo-Saxon galleries.



In fact the French fair seems to want to defend its specificity and its culture at all costs. In financial
terms, the FRIEZE is supported by Deutsche Bank, an extremely international and well-known
German bank that is highly active in the Art Market; the FIAC for its part is sponsored by Galeries

Lafayette, an undoubtedly prestigious ensign, but very Franco-French.

Ambition or tradition?

While the FRIEZE has appointed as Director the young Victoria Sidall, (36 and founder of the
FRIEZE Masters), the FIAC has been headed by Jennifer Flay for the past 12 years, i.e. since the
FRIEZE has existed! So while the English Fair has sought to inject new blood, the French fair is
sticking to its positions.

The Paris event can be proud of its long-earned experience. The FRIEZE Artist Award, awarded
since 2014, is not about to overshadow the famous Marcel Duchamp Prize awarded during the
FIAC. The latter can also count on support from the major French collectors. We know that
François Pinault and Bernard Arnaud are competing fiercely for domination of the French market.
Last year, Pinault acquired 37 works on the first day of the FIAC, including a sculpture by the
American artist Roni Horn for $3.5 million at Hauser & Wirth.

On the other side of the Channel, business is also buoyant. The work Because I Cannot Have You I

Want You by Damien Hirst (an English artist!) was acquired for £4 million just hours after the fair
opened in 2014.

An uninhibited fair versus a political event…

Members of France’s government visit the FIAC every year. Last year, President Francois Hollande
visited the Grand Palais accompanied by the Minister of Culture, and their visit was of course
covered by the Press. This might seem strange to Brits as neither David Cameron nor the Queen
seek to promote the FRIEZE event.

At the end of the day, both fairs might look quite similar in appearance… but are in fact profoundly
different. The FRIEZE wants to be independent, young and dynamic; the FIAC wants to remain
prestigious and a symbol of France.
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